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FACSIMILE OF ADMISSIONS APPLICATION TO BE RECOPIED 
 
 To 
 

 

 

 

I, the undersigned (first and surname) ______________________________________________, born in (country) 

____________________ on _______________________________, resident in ___________________ 

(province) _______________ street _________ with the following address regarding this application: 

 

Foreign citizens must indicate an Italian address. 

 

city ___________________ province ______________ street __________________ code ___________ 

tel. _______________ email ___________________ fiscal code ____________________________ 

(not obligatory for foreigner citizens) 

 

REQUEST 

 

To participate in the examination for admission to the Research Doctorate programme in: 

______________________________________________________________________________ If a particular school has 

responsibility for the doctorate programme, indicate which school 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

I formally state: 

a. I am a citizen of ___________________________________________ 

b. I am/am not (cross out) a citizen from outside the EC with funding from _________________________________ 

(include documentary proof). 

       I am/am not (cross out) holder of a research grant financed by the European Union or by another European or 

International Scientific Institution awarded by_________________________________ (include documentary proof). 

 

c. I have a specialist degree ( as defined ex DM 509/99) or magistral degree (as defined ex D.M. 270/2004), in 

_______________________________________________________________ (indicate speciality) or a 

diploma/degree in ________________________________ awarded under the former examination system, in 

_________________________________, obtained in _______________(date) from ___________________ 

With the grade of _____________________________________ 

d. (university) or will have been awarded the aforesaid degree or degree/diploma by the written exam date from 

_______________________ (university) and will send  either the degree certificate or a sworn statement indicating 

when it will be obtained before the aforesaid date.  

e. I have an equivalent degree from ______________________________ (non-Italian university) granted 

_____________________ (give date of the decree that equivalence was given) or 
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     I am in possession of a foreign degree (namely) ______________________________ not yet declared equivalent 

status to an Italian degree for which I ask the Doctorate Teacher’s College, to grant the equivalence, for admission to 

this course only. 

f. I will attend the doctorate courses full-time strictly according to the college’s timetable. 

g. I have adequate knowledge of the Italian language (foreign students only)to complete this course. 

h. I have competence in the following foreign language/s ______________________________ 

i. I agree to inform the relevant authorities immediately of any change to my address or telephone number. 

j. In the case of dual citizenship, one being Italian, for the purpose of this application, I wish to be treated as a 

____________________________ citizen. 

 

 

Section Reserved for Handicapped People 

Handicapped people are asked to indicate the type of help necessary for taking exams and the extra time that will be 

needed: 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Enclose please find: 

- Proof of the requested payment to the University of Florence of Euro 30,00 by post-office account n.2535  reason for 

payment “ Concorso di dottorato in……………XXIII ciclo”. 

 

- (If the candidate sends the application for the examination from abroad, it is possible to pay the requested payment of 

Euro 26,00 by Bank transfer on the account n.000009500281 ABI 03400 CAB 02800 CIN Y to Banca Toscana via del 

Corso 6 Firenze- reason for payment “ Concorso di dottorato in……………XXIII ciclo”). 

 

Signed: __________________________________________    Date:______________________ 

 

 
 
 


